This Accessible Letter announces the introduction of a new Expedite Order Charge and new ATM option for interstate and intrastate National ATM Service.

The new Expedite Order Charge is for orders that are limited to port and/or PVCs, and is $250 per service order.

The new National ATM options include the following:

- Frame Relay to ATM Service (FRATM) VCC with an additional Quality of Service (QoS) option. This option provides a FRATM VCC with VBR-rt QoS on the ATM portion of the service and Priority QoS on the Frame Relay portion. A FRATM VCC with the VBR-rt/Priority option is priced based upon the ATM PIR value selected.
- Disaster Recovery Virtual Path Connections (VPCs). Disaster Recovery VPCs allow for the implementation of logical connections between branch locations and a secondary processor/server center (disaster recovery location) should a non-recoverable disaster occur at the primary host location. The disaster recovery locations must also be served by an active Company-provided ATM Port. Disaster Recovery VPCs are available with all ATM QoS, and are provisioned based upon an initial order from the customer and pre-configured in the ATM switch and set to a disabled mode. Customers must initiate VPC activation with ASI and necessary third party vendors.
- Alternate Routing VPCs. Alternate Routing VPCs provide a logical connection to an alternate host location processor/server in the event of an outage at the primary location. Alternate Routing VPCs are to be utilized in the event of an outage at the primary location only, not day-to-day use. Alternate Routing VPCs are provisioned based upon an initial order from the customer and available at all times. The remote customer location is provisioned with two active VPCs, one end to the primary customer location and one end to the backup customer location.

Please contact your Account Manager for any additional information. All service features are governed by applicable state tariffs or ASI's Generally Available Terms and Conditions that can be found at: [http://www.sbc.com/public_affairs/regulatory_documents](http://www.sbc.com/public_affairs/regulatory_documents).